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Our Vision
Enabling student-teachers to meet the growing demand for innovation,

independent inquiry, and research temperament in the upcoming generations

through creativity and active learner engagement.

Our Mission
To instill in our student-teachers the right values and focus on quality education
so that our graduates are imbued with awareness, cultural sensitivity,
adaptability and necessary skills for the leaders of tomorrow.

Objectives

We aim to empower our student-leaders to have a holistic view of education to

achieve the following objectives:

1. Recognize their role and responsibility in their jobs and society at large.

2. Gain the necessary technological skills to meet growing demand for change in

theclassroom.

3. Growas teacherswith awareness and sensitivity.

4. Encouraging social entrepreneurship amongst student-teachers.

Roadmap
SVB's Saraswathi College of Education and Research will facilitate

development of skills, ability and knowledge for graduating teachers to lead a

life of values, ethics and leadership traits, inspiring future generations of

students to evolve as job creators rather than job seekers.
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Teacher’s Oath

1. First and foremost, I will love teaching. Teaching will be my soul.

2. I realize that I am responsible for shaping not just students but ignited youths who are
the most powerful resource under the earth, on the earth and above the earth. I will
be fully committed for the greatmission of teaching.

3. As a teacher, it will give me great happiness, if I can help to transform an average
student of the class to perform exceedingly well.

4. All my actions with my students will be driven by kindness and affection like a
mother, sister, father or brother.

5. I will organize and conduct my life, in such a way that my life itself is a message for
my students.

6. I will encourage my students and children to ask questions and develop the spirit of
enquiry, so that they blossom into creative enlightened citizens.

7. Iwill treat all the students equally andwill not support any differentiation on account of
religion, community or language.

8. I will encourage and support differently abled students and help them to discover
their different abilities.

9. I will continuously build the capacities in teaching so that I can impart quality
education to mystudents.

10. I will celebrate the success of my students.

11. I realize that by being a student-teacher, I am making an important contribution to all
the national development initiatives.

12. I will constantly endeavor to fill mymind, with great thoughts and spread the nobility
in thinking and action amongmy students

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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OUR PARENT BODY – NES-SVB EDUCATION GROUP:
ORIGIN, GROWTH & ACHIEVEMENTS
National Education Society and Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan Education
Group of 69 Institutions (NES-SVB Group) bears eloquent testimony
to the power of one visionary Dr. R. Varadarajan who has been
working with single minded focus and far sight, deserves credit for
creating access to quality, value- based education in transforming
some of the far-flung suburban areas of Mumbai and Thane District.
The seeds of NES were sown in 1963 with 7 students, enrolling for
learning with this visionary, young and entrepreneurial teacher in his
humble 10 by 10 classroom in Bhandup, then an area known more as
a settlement for blue collar workers. Then a young man in his late
teens, he had just come to Mumbai from Thanjavur with only the
SSLC qualification, to start his job in a private limited company.
Thus, this tiny school became the first step to write his tryst with
education. Initially there were hurdles in the path but with his steel
resolve, keen passion for education and determination he forged
ahead, undaunted, plodding on going door-to-door, collecting funds
and convincing the parents to send their children to school. The
benefits of telecommunications and social media did not exist then. He
set milestones for himself in institution building so that the God-sent
children in the school could have a well laid route for their educational
journey.
Then came the first school building to house the Pre-Primary,
Primary and Secondary school, followed by a Junior College. His
efforts bore fruit when his school - NES Primary School was first
declared as 'A Grade School' by the Municipal Corporation of
Greater Mumbai. Accordingly, the required recognition was granted.
The school maintained the A Grade status and was also awarded a
special incentive grant for Secondary School and Junior College. This
provided a great impetus and, as the Institutions grew, so did the
achievements– of the school, the students and the founder. The SSC
students raised the bar by achieving 100% passing results. Yet
another feather in the cap -Merit Ranks scored by NES students of
High School, Junior College and also his later setup Ratnam Degree
College. This set the benchmark for all other institutions established
by him one after another till date.
He did not rest on his laurels, and, worked harder for expansion. In the
year 1983, a sister trust was formed by him, Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan
- to offer professional education and education for the underprivileged.
This educational trust was placed under the care of Mrs. Saraswathi
Varadarajan.

NES High School & Junior College

NES Ratnam College of Arts,
Science & Commerce

Proposed Oxford High School

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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SVB’s College of Pharmacy

SVB’s College of
Education ( B.Ed)

SVB’s Sankara Vidyalaya

The trust established 3 Kindergarten schools followed by Primary
and Secondary Schools. Special mention may be made here of
SVB's 2 schools - one in Dharavi slum locality where the children
had no school in the neighborhood, the light of Education having
not reached there and, the second school in a remote suburb,
Dombivli, on the outskirts of the city where Saraswathi Vidya
Bhavan purchased a number of plots of land for educational
development in pursuance of its policy of serving the
underprivileged first. Dombivli, being in those days, a near jungle
and rough terrain, had been excluded from growth due to lack of
educational enlightenment.
However,on the benign command of his beloved Guru, Jagadguru
Sankaracharya H.H. Jayendra Saraswathi Swamiji, Dr.
R. Varadarajan began reaching out to the local community and
invested in land at Dombivli. Thus, with the inauguration at the
hands of His Holiness, the Sankara Vidyalaya was established. A
delegation of foreign visiting education experts offered their
support for the Dharavi school in the slum, describing it as a
'wonder-school.' The school at rural Dombivli has equally
succeeded in creating awakening amongst the villagers about the
value of education.
The Ratnam degree college in Arts, Science and Commerce under
his Education group was also established in 1983. Though it began
operations from a makeshift structure, it was soon moved to a new
college building and offers today, undergraduate and post-graduate
Degree programmes like B.A., B.Sc., B.Sc. (I.T.), BMS, B. Com
(Banking and Insurance), B.Com ( Accounting and Finance),
Master Degree Courses in Sciences, B.A., B.Com. & MBA under
YCMOU and Centres for Doctoral Studies. The 2 NES – SVB
complexes at Bhandup are now recognized for their
Schools/Colleges including the Secondary School for Hearing
Impaired.
In 1993, the SVB Trust established the College of Pharmacy and in
2004 College of Education for B.Ed. & E.C.C.Ed. a well-
equipped I.T. Centre and a Sports School with guidance from Edith
Cowen University, Australia, all on its Dombivli land. The trust
has earmarked a sizeable plot of land at Dombivli/Dawadi for a
Self- Financing University with world class courses in degree and
post degree in all useful disciplines. This University is now shaping
up and the Foundation Stonewill be laid at Jagadguru's holy hands.
The Founder's emphasis upon quality in education led to the
establishment of National Centre for R & D in Education, Science
and Technology – a first of its kind in India's private sector. This R
& D Centre established at the behest of H.H. Jagadguru
Sankaracharya of Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham has been motivating
educators to orient themselves towards innovative teaching.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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Accordingly, His Holiness Jagadguru Sankaracharya National
Award for Teachers and National Eminence Awards for
eminent personalities of the country in public service, were
instituted in 2001 at the benign command of Jagadguru, to be
conferred upon the best teacher of every state and eminent
celebrities who walk the extra mile in their profession and
careers, and make an impact in society. The R&D Centre has
brought about a sea-change in the results of all academic
institutions, where their findings and recommendations have
been implemented.
Not content with achievements so far, the Founder took on a
special research to study the educational systems prevailing in
different countries. He resolved that International
Baccalaureate (IB) and Cambridge (CAIE) education were the
most promising wave in school education. Thus, the first IB
World School was set up in 2004-2005 along with the almost
parallel curriculum of Cambridge (CAIE). This school has
carved a niche, with the students topping at the country as well
as at world level, besides creating excellent records in sports.
The Founder-President further scoured the world and brought
in several other novel initiatives like Space Science and
Pavilions, the NES World Peace Congress, Entrepreneurship,
Journalism, Value Education, the annual NES International
Science and Technology Festival and so on. It has further
established one more International School with 2 world
curriculum at Dombivli so as not to deprive the lesser
privileged of equal opportunity.
Today, NES-SVB Education Group stands tall, with a strong
team of Management and teachers, deeply committed to their
69 Institutions. In addition to the University, there is on the
anvil, a professional institute for Vocational Diploma/Degree
College in Dharavi slum adjacent to the existing school, and
also one each at Mulund and Dombivli to cater to the
industrial and technical needs of the community, including a
National Centre for Skill Development under the auspices of
Nation Skill Development Council, Govt. of India.
NES-SVB Group sets a historic example of how unstinted
effort backed by strong values, dedication and total focus can
transform society. Each of the localities housing the 6
complexes, where the educational institutions have been
established, have metamorphosed into educational hubs,
creating access to education and job opportunities, as a stable
anchor of hope and aspiration for the youth in particular and
the community at large, in general.

NES National Public School

NES International School Mumbai
- IB World School

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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AWARDS, ACCOLADES, RECOGNITIONS - MANY FIRSTS
In recognition of his long and outstanding contribution to education field of several
decades, Dr. R. Varadarajan and his institutions have been honoured with following
Awards and Recognitions:

1992
came the recognition from the
famous International Rotary
Organisation as the Best
Principal for exemplary results
turned over by his schools
and colleges established till
then.

Outstanding Educationist Award by Governor of Tamil Nadu &
Pondicherry

Twin Honour in1994
The year 1994 brought in its wake two
National Honours, when his work in
education resounded through the
Nation's horizon. His Excellency
Governor of Tamil Nadu &Pondicherry
awarded him, recognizing him as an
outstanding Educationist.

National Award by President of India

TWIN HONOUR REPEATED - 1995
The Hon’ble President of India
awarded him as the Best Teacher in
the ceremony conducted at New
Delhi in1995

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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Postal Stamp (Cancellation) in honour of NES

The excellence of the institutions
established by him also gained
recognition from Govt. of India, through
release of Postal Stamp (Canc.)

in1995 in honour of
National Education
Society. Such honour for any
Educational Institution was
exemplary
- First for Educational Institutions
in the Country

Netaji’s Birth Centenary Award by Dr. Anita Bose Pfaff

1997
Daughter of Netaji Subhash
Chandra Bose, Dr. Anita Bose
Pfaff came down from
Germany to commemorate
Netaji's Birth Centenary
through a grand celebration in
India, when she conferred upon
him the best educationist award
AFirst and only one inIndia

Acodeon 'InnovativeEducationPractices' - A ResearchBased
Treatise to Re-Weave Indian Educational Fabric

2003
The Founder-President
authored a code on
Innovative Education
practices – first in India
which was released at
the mighty hands of
Union Minister of HRD.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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“Education Leader”

“Education Leader” recognition
conferred on the Founder-
President by Asia famed magazine
- The Education World in

2006.

2007
The Times of India (NIE) group seized themomentum. It invited him as Guest
Editor on 27th November, 2007 and this NIE Edition received very high
applause from the Times group.

First Indian Group to be honored by Triple British Honour

2009
Triple British Honour was conferred
upon the Group and Founder for
Yeoman Service in the domain of education
First British Honour on an
Indian Educationist

 British Fellowship
 British Corporate Membership for

NES-SVB Institutions
 British Quality Mark for NES-SVB Institutions

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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2011
NES-SVB Group Founder
honored by Mr. George Mudie,
MP and Senior Statesman,
House of Commons, UK for
50 years of dedicated service
to the cause of education in
India.

A First Honour for
Indian Educationist in
British Parliament

2017
Asia's Educational Leader Award 2017 conferred by the Economics
Times and presented by the Malaysian Govt. at Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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SVB's Saraswathi College of Education & Research- An Overview
SVB’s Saraswathi College of Education & Research is one of the prime units of the parent body
– NES-SVB Education Group of 69 Institutions. The College is recognized by National Council
for Teacher Education (NCTE), Bhopal and affiliated to S.N.D.T. Women's University. It is
established and managed by Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan, an Educational Trust registered with the
Charity Commissioner, GreaterMumbai.
SVB's Saraswathi College of Education and Research was set up in order to facilitate professional
education and career options for girl students who would otherwise be deprived of such
opportunities in the hinterland areas of ThaneDistrict.
Well equipped with the latest facilities like spacious, technology-enabled lecture halls including
Interactive Boards, a well-stocked library with books, journals and educational research
publications, the institution offers a wide range of training programs to prepare teachers for the
modern demands in the classroom.
Programs like educational visits, nature walks, workshops, case studies, seminar presentations,
community work, awareness programs, visit to special school etc., are conducted to create social
and civil awareness so that student teachers are better informed about societal development and
needs.
In addition to the University prescribed curriculum for teacher training, 2 years at SVB's Saraswathi
College of Education & Research also prepare them for the increasingly popular teaching-
learning methods followed for the International Baccalaureate and Cambridge Assessment
International Education Curricula. Teacher trainees graduating from our Institution are well
equipped to take up teaching assignments in International Schools too. Inquiry-based learning,
constructive approach, concept-based learning etc. are an integral part of their training.
The students are also exposed to Entrepreneurship idea and recognize the need for
entrepreneurial thinking and attitudes. An annual Inter-collegiate competition on themes like
“Innovations in Interactive Teaching,” “EduQuiz” and “Innovative Teaching Aids” are unique
features takenup by our Institution.
Our efforts towards quality of teaching, training and evaluation are reflected in the final results.
The Institution has an excellent track record of University Gold Medal winner and top rankers in the
University and 100% result year after year.
Our Placement Cell organizes grooming and personality development sessions. The institution
takes keen interest in providing placement support to student teachers in the institutions of the
parent body. Many of our students have got opportunity to work in NES/SVB institutions
comprising schools, offering SSC, ICSE, IGCSE, IB Curricula, State Board Junior Colleges as
well as Mumbai University affiliated Degree Colleges. Student-teachers are helped in placements
in other well established institutions aswell.
SVB's Saraswathi College of Education and Research opens up a world of learning, discovery
and opportunity for aspiring teachers and academicians, leading them on a fulfilling career path.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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FROM THE DESK OF FOUNDER PRESIDENT

Dr. R. Varadarajan
Founder-President
NES-SVB Group of 69 Institutions

A lifetime in institution building has only strengthened my conviction that upliftment from

poverty and ignorance, and national progress happen only through education. NES-SVB

Education Group is recognised as a pioneer that has catapulted some of the far flung

suburbs of Mumbai and Thane district to prominence by offering access to the best facilities

for quality education right from KG to Doctoral Studies in various specializations -Arts,

Commerce, Science, Pharmacy, Healthcare, Sports, Education and Management. This vast

59-year old Group is now like the wise oak sheltering and nurturing about 50,000 students,

leading them towards a path of learning, knowledge and fulfillment of their aspirations. Our faith

is reinforced by the global experts who have been emphasizing upon the need for Research

and Development in Education. This focus on research has now influenced change in the

curricula, pedagogy, educational technology, infrastructure, psychology, learningand teaching.

SVB's College of Education and Research is our small contribution towards this giant mission.

We work towards training our graduate teachers to be torch bearers in integrating the latest

technological developments with their curricular requirements. They are also prepared to

keep their ears to the ground so that they are able to adapt their knowledge and ability to meet

the challenges of educating a tech-savvy generation.

My best wishes to the aspiring teachers, who join this noble cause of teaching and pray, you

be a positive energizing influence in your own career as a teacher!

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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FROM THE DESK OF DIRECTOR

Dr. Balasubramanian V.
Director
NES-SVB Group of 69 Institutions

Having grown up under the watchful and loving care of educationist parents, it was only
natural that I would imbibe this inherent, sensibility and sensitivity for education. My parents –
my role models have faced several challenges in their efforts to bring up the institutions that
would transform the areas where they operate.
SVB's B.Ed College is, therefore, most suited to train teachers in innovative pedagogy,
research based curriculum planning and development. The prime objective of the NES-SVB
Group is to redefine education and prepare our children today, for tomorrow. We are committed
to providing our students an enriching and memorable learning experience. We, at NES and
SVB constantly motivate our teachers to adopt creative and experiential pedagogies, to be able
to instill 21st century skills in our students.
We are gratified that NES High School, Bhandup was the only school in Mumbai region to be
selected first by the Central Government for setting up an Atal Tinkering Lab. Now SVB’s
Sankara Vidyalaya has also been selected in Thane district by the Central Government for
setting up an Atal Tinkering Lab. We have also pioneered STEAM Research Lab at NES
International School Mumbai. Our major initiatives are investing in new digital technologies to
achieve greater efficiency in teaching, learning and generating awareness about environment
sustainability in all our institutions.
Self-motivation, continuous learning, unstinted effort and support for innovation will make our
students not mere job seekers but professionals/ industrialists/ entrepreneurs in the coming
years. As a member of the leadership team of the NES-SVB Group, I see positive trends and I
am optimistic about the education sector in India. My vision for the future is to take up those
initiatives that will place our group not only on the national map but also on the global map of
educational programmes.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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FROM THE DESK OF I/C PRINCIPAL

Dr. Mary Devakumar
I/C Principal

It’s my immense pleasure and honor to welcome you all to one of the most prestigious

Teachers’ Training institutions named SVB’s Saraswathi College of Education and Research.

Teacher is the most prestigious word used in each corner of the world. Educating the world

is quite impossible without an ideal teacher. Vivekananda once narrated - “In every sphere

of life we find that it is the person within that triumphs, and that personality is the secret of

all success”. With this ideology our main motto is to prepare qualitative and innovative

teachers who can be able to face various challenges in teacher training profession. Our

entire team is always in effort to bring out the best in students. For this, we organise

various curricular and co-curricular activities time to time.

To augment the all-round development of personality, our college offers free certificate

courses on Computer Basics and Personality Development Programme.

We feel proud to announce 100% Results every Year and also provide International

Exposure to our student-teachers by conducting IB training to accost the global challenges.

Our endeavor is not just quality and innovation but nurturing with all domains of education.

I am sure you will definitely enrich and succeed in our institution.

BEST WISHES TO ALL!

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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B. ED COURSE STRUCTURE
Structure of Two-year B.Ed. Program

First Year B. Ed

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research

Theory/
Practical Title of the paper Total

hours Internal External Total
Marks

Theory Childhood and Growing
Up 60 25 75 100

Contemporary India and
Education 60 25 75 100

Critical understanding of
ICT 60 25 75 100

Learning and Teaching 60 25 75 100
Language across
Curriculum 60 25 75 100

Subject Education I 60 25 75 100

Subject Education II 60 25 75 100

Practical

Skill
Development
Program
I. Micro-teaching
Integration Lessons

60 25
25

- 50

Teaching -learning
Competency
I. Reading and
Reflecting on Texts
II. Preparation for
constructivist
teaching- learning

60 25

25 -
50

Learning to use
Computer 60 50 - 50

Understanding the Self 60 50 - 50

Drama and Art in
Education 60 50 - 50

Practice Teaching 60 50 - 50

Total 780 475 525 1000
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Second Year B.Ed.

Theory/
Practical Title of the paper Total

hours Internal External Total
Marks

Theory Assessment for Learning 60 25 75 100

Knowledge and
Curriculum 60 25 75 100

Creating an Inclusive
Education 60 25 75 100

Gender, School and
Society 60 25 75 100

Guidance and Counseling 60 25 75 100

Practical Research Project 60 50 - 50

Portfolio 60 50 - 50

Practice Teaching
and Internship 480 400 - 400

Total 900 625 375 1000

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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INFORMATION ABOUT B.Ed COURSE
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (B.Ed)
Duration: 2 years
B.Ed. Program comprises twelve theory courses and practical work that are linked together
meaningfully aiming at achieving excellence and competence in pedagogic practices, and
enabling the student teacher to become an efficient and effective school teacher. The said
programwill end in awarding a degree 'Bachelor of Education'.

ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSION
For centralized admission:
A) Maharashtra State Candidates: (i) The candidate should have passed Bachelor's Degree
and/or Master's Degree with minimum 50% marks for Open Category either in Bachelor's
Degree and or in the Master's Degree and Minimum 45% marks in case of Backward Class
categories from State of Maharashtra belonging to SC, ST, VJ-DT NT- (A), NT1-(B), NT-2-(C),
NT-3-(D), OBC, and SBC.
OR
B) (ii) The candidate should have passed Bachelor's Degree and/or Master's Degree with
subjects in Engineering or Technology/ (Science and Mathematics as a Special subjects) /
Management/Computers / Law/Information - Technology / Agriculture/ BBI / Medical Sciences
/ Fine Art / Performing Art (Music/Dance /Drama etc.) and secured minimum 55% marks either
in Bachelor's Degree and or in the Master's Degree (Minimum 50% marks in case of Backward
Class Category candidates belonging to State of Maharashtra belonging to SC, ST, VJ-DT NT-
(A), NT1-(B), NT-2-(C), NT-3-(D), OBC, and SBC.
C)Other State Candidates:
The candidate should have passed any Bachelor's Degree and/ or Master's Degree with
minimum 55% marks for all categories. All candidates including backward class candidates
having Degree/Post Graduate Degree from Out of Maharashtra University will be considered as
OpenCategory Candidates.

For admission under management seats the eligibility is same as above. The candidate should
have appeared for the Common Entrance Test (C.E.T) and English Language Content Test
(ELCT). Admission will be strictly as permerit of the candidates.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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RULES FOR EXAMINATION:
Eligibility for appearing for B.Ed. examination:
i. Student-teacher who has not successfully completed all internal assessment
will not be allowed to appear for semester examination.

ii. Student-teacher having less than 80% attendance in any course will not be
eligible for appearing for examination of the course. The principal of the
college will however have discretion to condone absence up to 10% in the year,
for reasons to be recorded in writing or on submission of medical certificate.
There are nomarks for the attendance.

COMPLETION OF INTERNAL WORK:
i. Completion of all items of internal practical work to be completed by each
student as prescribed in the syllabus.

ii. In case the student is sanctioned absence on medical ground, she has to
complete the items of internal work that she may have missed during her
absence asmay be re-arranged by the college in the same semester.

iii. The principal shall send the internal assessment marks to the C.O.E. of the
University before commencement of the semesterexamination.

7
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SCHEME OF EVALUATION:
The performance of the student shall be evaluated as internal work and external work.

i. Internal assessment will be done with marks by way of continuous evaluation of the course areas as
envisaged in the credit-basedsystembyway of participation of learners in various practical works
in the B.Ed. program

ii.Semester-end assessment is based uponmarks scored through the performance assessment of the
student in theory/written examination.

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION:
• Mediumof instruction is English.
• Mediumof Examination is English / Hindi / Marathi.
• Practice teaching lessons can be allowed in English / Hindi / Marathi.

COLLEGE TIMINGS:
College timings are from 9.30 am to 3.30 pm. Practice lessons and internship will be according to the
time table of practicing schools.

PLACEMENTS:
Our college takes keen interest in providing placement support to our students. Many of our students
get opportunity to work in NES/SVB Institutions which comprise of the following schools of S.S.C.,
I.C.S.E., IGCSE & IB curriculum and also degree colleges. Students are also helped to find placement
in other well established neighboring Institutions.

Placements of Students in different Institutions:
NES International School, Mulund NewCambridgeEnglish School
NES International School, Dombivili VidyaNiketan
NESNational Public School Lodha WorldSchool
Holy Angel HighSchool and Jr.College MadhaviJr. College
B.K. Birla School &College DAV PublicSchool
Omkar International School Abhinav Vidyalaya
Model HighSchool &College Sister Nivedita
St.John's HighSchool St. Joseph's HighSchool
DonBosco School, Dombivli R.P. T. Vidyalaya
DonBosco School, Kalyan IraGlobal School

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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DISCIPLINARY NORMS:
 Every student is responsible to the college and should take utmost care of the premises and college

property.
 Any damage done to the property of the college is to be compensated either individually or

collectively as the case may be. Any damage to the college building, furniture and fixture by the
student, caused out of carelessness shall be treated as breach of discipline, besides recovery of the
damage.

 Students should be regular and punctual. Appropriate action will be taken against absentees/late
comers.

 Students will not be allowed to skip any lecture of the day.They are not supposed to loiter in the college
corridors or play in the gymkhana when the lectures /practical’s are in progress, which would be an
offence.

 No student is allowed to indulge in any political or group activity or in any activity detrimental to the
interest of the college.

 Carrying of forbidden items into the college is also strictly prohibited.
 No student shall collect anymoneywithout thewritten permission of the principal.
 No program, meetings, gathering or picnics will be conducted without the written approval of the

principal.
 No notice shall be put up on the notice boards without the signature of the principal.
 Discipline, good behavior, displaying the I-card on person is must for each student at all social

gatherings and celebrations within the college and even outside.
 Student should have respectful behavior with every member of the staff of the college and the

visiting outsiders. Respecting all teachers and Principal is a must, failing which strong disciplinary
action, leading to dismissal will be taken.

 Violation of these dicta entails expulsion of the student from the college. The college authority's
decisionwill be final in this regard.

 Students should keep theirmobiles switched off during college hours.
 Dress code should be decent, befitting the ambiance of educational institutions.

IDENTITY CARDS:
 Every bonafide student shall receive Identity card affixed with her latest photograph and bearing the

signature of the principal, which should be collected immediately after admission. No entry will be
given without I-Card. This card must be produced whenever demanded by teaching/ non teaching
staff. In case of loss of Identity Card, it should be reported to the office immediately.

 Duplicate Identity Card can be obtained by paying an amount of Rs.100, to be deposited in
Students’ Welfare Fund.

COLLEGE LIBRARY:
 Books shall be issued from home issue section which should be returned on or before the due date

mentioned on the date slip.
 In case the book is not returned on due date, the student shall have to pay a fine at the rateof Rs.5 per day.
 The due date can be extended in specific caseswith the approval of thePrincipal, when it is not in demand.
 Reference book will not be issued for home reading. They are only for reading in the library and

should be handled carefully. Any damage to books will entail fine or recovery of the damage for
which the Principal's decision shall be final.

 Students are encouraged to donate their used books to the library. Such donors name will be
displayed in the library with a certificate of appreciation granted by thePrincipal.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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AMENITIES AND SPECIAL FEATURES:
Spacious Lecture Hall: Where teaching is imparted with the
help of computers, OHP, LCD & Interactive Board (German
Technology)
Students’ Common Room: A spacious and comfortable room
with locker facility
Administrative Block: Comprises of Principal’s office, office
block, staff room and toilet blocks.
Library: Well stocked library provides all reference books,
newspapers, magazines, periodicals, national and
international educational publications etc.
Computer Laboratory: Sufficient number of computers with
internet facility. This enables students make PPT for seminar
presentations, lesson plans and also access to latest information.
Science Room: This special purpose room has teaching aids,
equipment, apparatus, chemicals and specimens.
Curriculum Lab: The Curriculum Laboratory has resources for
various pedagogies that are offered in the college. Teaching
aids for various subjects, learning resources, syllabi of different
boards, books, Self Learning Material are available.
Psychology Lab: To conduct psychological experiments to
understand and measure the psychological parameters like
attention, concept formation, effect of retention etc in students
for effective pedagogical assimilation.
Method Rooms: Method rooms like English method room,
Mathematics method room, Commerce method room, Social
Science method room, Hindi method room, etc…. where large
number of teaching aids are provided.
Auditorium:A spacious A/C auditorium on the ground floor.
Gymkhana:Awell equipped gymkhana on the ground floor.
Canteen: A hygienic and economical canteen for serving the
students and teachers.
Inter-collegiate Competitions: State level Inter-collegiate
competitions like, 'Innovations in interactive teaching', 'Innovative
teaching aids” and 'EDUQUIZ' held every year.
Training: Seminars, Workshops, Guest lectures from time to
time arranged to inculcate communication skills, leadership
qualities, personality development etc.
Training Courses: Certificate Course on Computer Basics and
Personality Development (PDP) are provided to students for
free.
International Training Program: International training is
offered to budding teachers to teach in IB, IGCSE, ICSE boards
curricula and also to provide exposure to globalchallenges.

Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan’s
Saraswathi College of Education & Research
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Curricular Activities:
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Visit to Astitva School-S.Y.B. ED & ECCED



Curricular Activities:
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Teaching Aid Exhibition

F.Y.B. ED ORIENTATION DAY



Co - Curricular Activities:
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Art Workshop

Inter collegiate competition

Dance Competition



Co - Curricular Activities:
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Makar Sankranti

Rakhi & poster making
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Shiv Jayanti
& Singing
Competition
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International Women’s
Day Celebration
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INTER-COLLEGE COMPETITION
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Guru Poornima celebration

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY &TREE PLANTATION



Various Workshops and Guest Lectures Conducted in the College:
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Our Top Three Stars

1.Vidya Rao 2.Priyanka kalgi

3.Nikita Chavan

RESULTSRESULTSRESULTS
BatchBatchBatch (2021-2023)(2021-2023)(2021-2023)



SVB’s Saraswathi College of Education and Research
SVB Complex, Jagadguru Sankaracharya Marg, Sankara Nagar,

Opp. DNS Bank, Kalyan Shil Road, Sonarpada, Dombivli (E) 421 204

Contact No: 8976945161

E-mail : 123.saraswathibed@gmail.com

Website : www.svbscer.in

mailto:saraswathicollegeofeducation@gmail.com
http://www.svbscer.in
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